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Abstract— Nowadays road traffic has become real problem in one-tier and two-tier cities. There are several ways to make 
travelling safe and one is through the Traffic Police. Responsibility of the traffic Police regarding traffic management 
includes directing traffic, enforcing traffic rules and regulations and penalizing the driver in case of violating traffic rules. 
Another way of enforcing traffic discipline is frequent conduction of awareness program, from the Department of Traffic 
Police, based on the offence data collected. But the existing system do not have centralized repository for storing the 
penalized data, so this project work is an attempt to develop an android application which will help the traffic police to record 
the penalty information in the centralized repository. Application to be developed will also consist of analysis part of traffic 
offences based on which higher authorities can take necessary measures regarding traffic discipline. 
 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In recent years, the quantity of motor vehicles 
increases rapidly and the burden of the management of 
the road traffic are increasingly heavy. There are 
several ways to make travelling safe and one is 
through the Traffic Police. Responsibility of the traffic 
Police regarding traffic management includes   
enforcing traffic rules and regulations and penalizing 
the driver in case of violating traffic rules [1]. In today's 
information-rich society, everything is becoming 
smart. This project shows the design and development 
of smart traffic offence analysis tool with e-payment. 
 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
Traffic offence management is a major concern in 
cities around the world. Mobilized Traffic Offence 
System is a powerful mobile based application that 
records all the traffic offences committed citywide [1]. 
The application helps the traffic police  keep adequate 
information  of  all traffic offences that has been 
committed  by road users and also maintain the 
databases of the driver and vehicle details [2].We have 
many existing android applications that helps the 
vehicle driver to check his challan status and he can 
pay the penalty online without the intervention of 
traffic police .but our application focuses on traffic 
police as user and he can penalize the one who 
commits the traffic offence and can collect the penalty 
amount on spot using e-payment .with the information 
stored in the database the higher authorities can take 
appropriate measures [3][4]. 
 
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
The maintenance of the traffic offence management 
system is difficult by using the existing spot billing 
machine (SBM),which increases the paper work. 

Therefore the problem stated above  can be overcome 
using proposed application. 
 
IV. OBJECTIVES 
 This work is aimed at developing an android 

application that depicts smart traffic offence 
analysis tool. 

 To facilitate e-payment. 
 To facilitate authenticated user access. 
 To develop an application this is faster, efficient 

and manageable. 
 To prepare complete, integrated solution for 

traffic offence management. 
 
V. SCOPE OF THE PROJECT: 
 
This project is being developed as an android 
application and aimed to help traffic police to 
document all road traffic offences incurred by the 
road users. 
 
VI. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
The established procedure to analysis traffic offences 
with e-payment is as given in the below block diagram 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Dataflow diagram of smart traffic offence   analysis 
tool. 
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 Login: 
Only authorized users (traffic police) can login 

into our application using their userId and password. 
 
 Verify user: 
Once the user has entered his userId and 

password, it is verified from the database .If he is an 
authorized user he is allowed to carry out further 
processes. 
 

 Provide vehicle number: 
After the successful login, the user has to provide the 
vehicle number of the vehicle rider who has 
committed the traffic offence.   
 

 Offence and driver details: 
 Once the vehicle driver is caught, if his 

details are not available in the database then 
all the information regarding the offence 
committed are stored in the database for 
future reference and the notification will be 
sent to his mobile number provided by him. 

 Once the vehicle driver is caught, if his/her 
details are already available in the database 
and if the offences committed by him has 
crossed the fixed limit then the police can   
either  seize the vehicle or can  refer to cancel 
the license of the vehicle rider. 

 
 Redirect to payment gateways: 
The control of the application is redirected to 

payment gateways in order to collect the penalty 
amount .The payment gateways provides different 
modes of payment. 
 

 Payment process: 
Once the control is given to the payment gateways, the 
person who has committed the offence can pay the 
penalty amount through his credit card/debit card/net 

banking. After the process is completed the payment 
gateways sends the control back to the application 
 

 Analysis: 
Using the information available in the database, the 
higher traffic authorities can analyze the data and they 
can take necessary measures to create awareness 
among the public regarding traffic discipline. 
 
VII. EXPECTED RESULTS 
 

 Authenticated login. 
 Faster and accurate information to the traffic 

police notification to the vehicle driver. 
 Complete, integrated and up to date records. 
 Paper free (eco-friendly). 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
The proposed application helps traffic police to 
penalize traffic offences. And helps them in analyzing 
traffic details with centralized data repository stored in 
the department server. There by generates graphs for 
the easier analysis by which the traffic police can 
enforce the traffic discipline. By this application, we 
can reduce the traffic offences drastically. 
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